
You’ve no doubt heard repeat-
edly over the last few years as a
whole, bowhunters are grow-

ing older. That’s one reason why
responsible publications like
ArrowTrade aid the recruitment of
young archers through articles like
the ones Larry Wise and John Kasun
have written for this issue. 

Yet the trend toward a higher
average age for bowhunters isn’t all
negative. In the here and now older
bowhunters are normally those with
the most disposable income, mean-
ing high end goods continue to sell
despite escalating prices and a flag-
ging economy. More importantly to
our discussion here, older
bowhunters are typically those with
the most hands on experience in all
aspects of archery and bowhunting.
They’ve “Been there and done that,”
as the younger set is fond of saying.
Many, while not exactly bored with
archery, are looking for additional
challenges, new avenues for enjoying
the bow and arrow. Many have come
full circle. 

This is a convoluted way of saying
I believe traditional archery is making
a comeback with the aid of several of
the best-known compound bow
firms.

It’s not difficult to see the indus-
try has embraced this trend.
Compound bow giants such as Hoyt
and PSE cater to the traditional
shooter with single string bow mod-
els, while old time traditional manu-
facturers such as Fred Bear and
Martin have expanded recurve and
longbow lines to accommodate an
increasing number of customers
looking for the perfect “old timey”
model. New names have also
appeared, such as TradTech, Samick,
Ragim and Full Force Archery. Even
traditionally-focused mail order
houses 3Rivers and Alaska

Bowhunting Supply offer off the rack
bows for a new age of traditional
shooter.

The compound will remain a
mainstay in archery retailing into the
foreseeable future, but you can bet
last month’s gross receipts more cus-
tomers will express serious interest in
a traditional bow. This should cause
no alarm (even though traditional
bows don't entail all those add-ons
such as sights, stabilizers and drop
away rests that keep cash registers
ringing). One style doesn’t cancel the
other. Like me, most archers bitten by
the traditional bug don’t completely
turn their backs on modern gear.
Traditional gear is simply another
facet of expanding archery enjoy-

ment. There’s noth-
ing better for bow-
fishing, small game
hunting or stump
shooting. Too, there
will always be those,
like myself, who
enjoy bouncing back
and forth between
compound and tra-
ditional gear accord-
ing to hunt impor-
tance or a simple
whim. Wield a traditional bow and
even a doe whitetail becomes a prize,
while quarry such as scatter-brained
javelina, river bottom wild boar or
close range baited bear make
recurves or longbows add just the

Major Manufacturers Aid
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Martin Archery Founder Gail Martin started in archery by shooting
longbows and recurves and continues to enjoy them today. He’s
shown here shooting Martin’s Dream Catcher recurve, a one-piece
design with gorgeous laminated birch and bubinga handle and silky
smooth red elm limbs under clear glass. The bow is shown full-length
at right.

Martin Archery uses a minimum of jigs and templates in the con-
struction processes at the original Damon-Howatt plant in Yakima,
Washington, other than for preparing the thin laminations for limbs.
The risers are routed to shape by craftsmen holding them against
fast moving vertical belts, for instance, and much hand sanding is
still employed. In that respect traditional bow construction by this
half-century old firm is much different than the compound bow con-
struction at the headquarters plant in Walla Walla, Washington,
which makes wide use of computer-controlled machining.
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right degree of challenge. Compact,
takedown recurves make ideal back-
up on even important forays, espe-
cially considering today’s tightened
airline baggage allowances.
Maintaining a thorough stock of tra-
ditional bows guarantees sales above
and beyond normal compound traf-
fic.

Of course we’re not talking cus-
tom wares here, which have little
bearing on the independent pro
shop. The argument is often made

that custom bows
shoot better, per-
haps look better, but
for Joe Average an
off-the-rack tradi-
tional bow gets the
job done; normally
at a fraction of the
cost (there are excep-
tions to every rule),
and normally with
ample  eye appeal.

Bear Archery
Fred Bear was an archery giant

who so defined bowhunting that even
the average compound devotee most
often lists him as their archery icon.
For this reason alone the Bear name
carries huge selling potential.
Modern Bear traditional bows also
happen to be fantastic shooters. For
those who might have owned or shot
a Bear recurve 1960s to 1980s circa,
the new batch of goods is a revelation.
My long draw length meant many

vintage Bear recurves “stacked”
(gained more than 3 to 4 pounds per
inch of draw) terribly at full draw.
Improved limb tapers make modern
Bear recurves super smooth even at
draw lengths beyond 28 inches. Many
are also FastFlight compatible; more
speed with less string creep fuss.

The modern Bear Takedown I
own today is silky smooth, fast and
tough enough to have survived being
turned inside out at least three times
(an Alaska drift boat wreck, a tumble
off a small cliff while bowhunting
mountain goat and an accidental dry
fire when a nock failed) without per-
manent damage. I’ve won more 3D
tournaments than I can recall with
that bow, and taken dozens of memo-
rable animals.

The Supreme series includes the
aforementioned Takedown and the
classic Super Kodiak. These are two
exceptions to the budget-priced rule
mentioned earlier, the Takedown
Supreme retailing for about $1,300.

Recurve & Longbow Sales
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By Pat Meitin

The Bear Byron Ferguson Signature Patriot is the company’s
top longbow model, used by world renowned trick shooter and
bowhunter Byron Ferguson during expeditions and in the
field. A reflex/deflex design makes it fast and forgiving;
whether shooting aspirins out of the air or big game in Alaska.

Author Patrick Meitin had his hands full while on his Alaska moun-
tain goat hunt, not only climbing hand over fist in rough terrain, but
handling a video camera for outdoor television. His Bear Takedown
recurve remained easily tucked away in his daypack and ready for
action, assembled in seconds when needed.
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What customers get
for that money is the
most gorgeous off the
shelf recurves in the
business. Including
exotic rosewood and
zebrawood handles
and clear glass cov-
ered zebrawood limbs
it’s difficult to point to
a more handsome tra-
ditional bow. The
Takedown includes
forgiving 60 inch
length, crowned rest
(for optimum arrow
clearance off the
shelf), inlaid working
compass and propri-
etary limb latches that
allow rock solid
assembly in seconds without tools.
The 60 inch Super Kodiak Supreme,
based on Fred Bear’s favorite recurve,
is a one piece bow of similar con-
struction and shooting characteris-
tics. They’re offered in right hand
models from 45 to 60 pounds in 5
pound increments. 

The 55 inch, FastFlight-compati-
ble Cheyenne is a smooth (no stack-
ing), fast-shooting one-piece recurve
with zero hand shock or kick. It
includes hard rock maple limb cores
under black glass and a handsome
laminated maple riser with crowned
shelf. It is a working man’s bow made
for the roughest bowhunting pur-
suits. For a bow much like Fred Bear
shot look no further than the 60 inch
Super Kodiak. It’s handsome via two
tone grey and brown hardwood riser,
with past center and crowned arrow
shelf. The big difference is it now
includes FastFlight string. All are
offered in right hand 45 to 60 pounds
in 5 pound increments, left hand to
55 pounds.

For something more maneuver-
able in tight brush or while installed
on stand, the 52 inch Kodiak Magnum
and 48 inch SuperMag 48 includes the
same construction and attention to
detail. I wouldn’t recommend either
for draw lengths of more than 28 inch-
es. The 58 inch Grizzly is an old time
classic. It includes similar construc-
tion to those bows mentioned above,
a no nonsense working man’s bow
that will get the job done on any game.
The three bows above come with
Dacron strings. The Kodiak Magnum
comes in right hand 45 to 65 pounds
or left hand 45 pounds; the SuperMag
48 and Grizzly right hand 45 to 60 and
45 to 55 left hand.    

The longbow man can choose

between the top-end Byron Ferguson
Signature Patriot or lower priced
Montana Longbow. The 64 inch
reflex/deflex Patriot provides excep-
tional longbow speed without undue
hand shock, and weighs less than a
pound and a half. It includes a hand-
some two tone hardwoods riser and
hard rock maple limbs with shallow
semi pistol grip. World renowned
trick shooter and bowhunter Byron
Ferguson inspects and signs each of
these bows before they’re shipped.
The 64 inch Montana includes grace-
ful limbs faced and backed with black
glass, crowned shelf cut on center,
FastFlight string, plus a soft leather
grip over a slight pistol grip. 

Martin Archery
Martin’s Damon Howatt name’s

another hallowed brand in archery
history, with their Yakama,
Washington, plant producing bows
continuously since the early 1950s.
Martin builds more traditional bows
annually than anyone according to
Martin Vice President Terry Martin, as
well as having one of the most exten-
sive lines. From high end to working
man’s recurves to longbows for the
performance minded or the keep-it-
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The Fred Bear name is one of the most
lasting and recognized in the archery
industry. His name alone lends the brand
huge selling power, though it is important
to emphasize that Bear traditional bows
are also fine shooters.

Dave Faiello used his fast-handling, compact Bear Mag 48
to tag this heavyweight New Mexico javelina. Bear’s short
Kodiak Magnum, Mag 48 and newer Cheyenne remain popu-
lar with archers looking for more maneuverability in tight
brush or while sitting a stand or blind.

Circle 233 on Response Card
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simple fan, there are 13 models to
choose from. 

“There’s a real misunderstanding
with many archers about how our tra-

ditional bows are made,” says Martin.
“Many believe that because they’re
offered as production bows that
they’re stamped out like the com-
pounds they’re most familiar with.
This simply isn’t true. Our recurves
and longbows are made one at a time,
just like in a custom shop. There’s a lot
of detailed hand work that goes into
every single one of our traditional
bows.” 

Continuing, Martin adds, “We’ve
had dealers complain about the price
of our traditional models. What they
need to understand is these are cus-
tom made bows, made by hand, not
something manufactured with a
cookie-cutter process. They take time
and the specialized skills of experi-
enced artisans. Most of our bowyers

have been working for us for
decades.”  

The flagship recurve in the
Martin lineup is the gorgeous, sleek,
high performance Dream Catcher.
The riser of this one piece, 60 inch
recurve includes contrasting laminat-
ed birch and exotic bubinga hard-
woods and an inlaid American Indian
dream catcher web and center shot
riser. Limbs include red elm lamina-
tions for unsurpassed smoothness,
plus added hardwood speed lamina-
tion for performance, all under clear
glass to show off the lustrous wood
inside. For those who prefer the con-
venience of a takedown, the Hatfield
Take-Down’s a forgiving 62 inches,
including dyed birch laminated riser
with bubinga grip insert. Limbs

Circle 161 on Response Card

Shown at left above, the Martin Archery
Hatfield Take-Down is 62 inches long for
ultimate forgiveness in a recurve bow, but
also include a special “speed lam” in the
limbs to make it quick. A brass pin and
limb bolt design secures limbs to the lami-
nated birch riser.

Shown at right above, Martin Archery’s
58 inch Mamba one-piece recurve offers
extra zip for those with draw lengths less
than 29 inches, as well as proving highly
maneuverable in tight places like a pop up
blind or while on stand.

Made especially for the modern traditional archer looking for a smooth-shooting
recurve but the ruggedness of a compound metal riser, the 60 inch takedown Jaguar
includes all the accessory taps found on a compound, making it a great bow for bow-
fishing pursuits since it is easy to mount a sturdy rest and bowfishing reel.
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include hardwood speed lamination
under clear glass and ovangkol wood
caps with black fiberglass overlays.
Double brass pins and recessed limb
bolt assure consistent and uncom-
promising limb anchoring.   

Martin Hunter and Mamba
recurves are 62 and 58 inches, respec-
tively, simple but elegant one piece
designs made for serious
bowhunters. The Hunter, used by Mel
Johnson in 1965 to take the world
record Pope & Young typical whitetail,
includes a riser constructed of black
dyed birch with bubinga handle
insert. The eastern hard rock maple
limb laminations, covered in black
glass, make it hard hitting and easy to
shoot. Its long length is especially
inviting to those with draw lengths of
more than 28 inches. The Mamba
includes many of the same construc-
tion details, its laminated birch riser
dyed in contrasting black/green/tan
wood for camouflage effect, offset by
a beautiful bubinga grip insert. Its 58
inch length makes it best suited to
those with draw lengths less than 28
inches. All of the models mentioned
thus far come with traditional
Flemish-twist bowstrings.  

“Plain Jane” hunter models
include the Rebel, X-200 and X-150.
Don’t let the no frills looks fool you;
these bows are made to shoot. The 52
inch Rebel includes a solid bubinga
riser (an African hardwood known for
strength) with accent lamination, and
limbs of eastern hard rock maple
beneath black fiberglass. Its short
stature makes it welcomed in brushy
terrain or while sitting in the confines
of a treestand, standard sight taps
also invite a bowfishing reel. The

more forgiving, 60 inch X-200
includes a laminated birch riser and
hard maple limbs. The 60 inch X-150
could be considered an entry level
model, with a solid padouk riser and
laminated hardwood limbs, but with
performance on par with models
costing more. 

Dream Catcher, Hatfield TD,
Hunter and Mamba come in right or
left hand models, and draw weights of
40 to 65 pounds at 28 inches; the
Rebel spans 25 to 50 pounds, right or
left; the X-200 25 to 55 pounds; the X-
150 45, 50 or 55 right hand, 60 pounds
left. All include crowned shelf for
maximum arrow clearance off the
shelf and are compatible with mod-
ern, low-stretch string materials. 

The modern traditional
bowhunter will find the 60 inch
Jaguar Take-Down highly appealing, a
very affordable recurve built around a
right hand metal riser. The light-
weight aluminum/magnesium riser
is designed for maximum durability
and performance, holding
wood/glass limbs via a secure limb
pocket and bolt arrangement. It
includes standard stabilizer, rest and
sight mounting taps that make it a
perfect bowfishing companion; even
allowing customers to shoot vanes off
a finger rest during wet weather.
Choose from either black or Next
Camo riser, both having a rubber
Thermal grip. Choose from 45, 50 or
55 pounds, right hand only.  

Martin’s top longbow is labeled
the Bamboo Viper, offering top draw-
er performance via matched full
length laminations of tough bamboo
and carbon, plus reflex/deflex limb
geometry. Clear glass facing allows

customers to view the handsome
bamboo laminations, black backing
facing the target. This 64 inch long-
bow is a screamer, without sacrificing
smooth draw or introducing hand

At left above, Martin Archery’s 64 inch
Bamboo Viper not only include namesake
bamboo limb laminations, but also high-
tech carbon and reflex/deflex limb geome-
try to make this longbow a real screamer.

The Savannah at right above is Martin
Archery’s number-one selling longbow
model, based on the good looks of zebra-
wood under clear glass and top perfor-
mance through a reflex/deflex design
wrapped around fast-handling 62 inch
dimensions.

Eliminates Scents...not dollars!
Oxy Elim-A-Scent...Newest Innovation in

Oxyion Electronic Scent Elimination

1-877-ZAP-ODOR • www.BuckCountryProducts.com
To qualified dealers

OXY
ELIM-A-SCENT

OXY
TM

50% Off Introductory Dealer Offer
Free Shipping & Handling

One of Field & Stream’s“4 Great New Accessories” for 2009 Deer Season

Micro Aggressor 
MSRP $29.95

Oxy Elim-A-Scent...Newest Innovation in
Oxyion Electronic Scent Elimination

TM

TM

1-877-ZAP-ODOR • www.BuckCountryProducts.com

50% Off Introductory Dealer Offer
Free Shipping & HandlingMicro Aggressor 

MSRP $29.95

Circle 214 on Response Card
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shock. It’s built around a two-tone
Strata-wood handle with fiberglass
accent stiffener. The Venom’s a slight-
ly longer version of the Bamboo Viper
(66 inches); including a full carbon
lamination that makes it fast without
adding weight. The riser is dyed birch. 

The Savannah has emerged as
Martin’s top selling longbow, a short-
er 62 inch design that allows a
smooth demeanor with archers hav-
ing draw lengths up to 30 inches. Its
reflex/deflex design stores maximum
longbow energy without producing
hand shock. The riser is bubinga with
maple highlights, while the limbs
consist of two-laminations of bubin-
ga covered with zebrawood veneers
under clear glass. All these models are
offered in draw weights from 40 to 65
pounds, right or left hand, include
Flemish bowstring and semi-pistol
grips for repeatable hand positioning.  

For pure simplicity in a lighter
payload, the Stick and L-100 are sim-
ple but dependable models with the
classic lines of Howard Hill style long-
bows. The 62 inch Stick includes red
elm limb laminations for an ultra-
smooth draw and fast arrow speeds
without hand shock, in a straight
ovangkol wood handle. Reinforced
limb tips allow the use of high perfor-
mance string material. Draw weights
include 25 to 55 pounds at 28 inches.
The L-100 is a small-framed classic-
style longbow that provides perfor-

mance without a big price tag. Clear
fiberglass shows off the hardwood
limb laminations, while the warm
walnut handle offers simple beauty.
They are offered in 45, 50 or 55
pounds in right handed models, 50
pounds in left. 

Hoyt 
While Hoyt’s best known for cut-

ting edge compound bows chosen by
some of the most notable
bowhunters and target shooters in
the world, fewer understand Hoyt’s a
source of an awesome pair of hunting
recurves. This should come as no sur-
prise, as Hoyt target recurves repre-
sent the cream of Olympic-class and
international FITA bows the world
over. That recurve knowhow goes into
Hoyt hunting recurves, making them
spot on accurate, nail tough and
deadly.

Back when Hoyt’s GameMaster
recurve was spanking new, the then
Hoyt PR Coordinator, Mike Luper,
told me they’d manufactured an ini-
tial run of around 10,000 units going
into the annual ATA Show, just to test
the waters so to speak. At show clos-
ing the original run was sold out and
the model was backordered several
months. This is testament to not only
how well received these sweet shoot-
ing bows were, but also to the
renewed popularity of recurve mod-
els. The GameMaster II is the newest

incarnation of that recurve. 
Rigid TEC riser technology allows

Hoyt to machine major cutouts into
the zero flex riser of the GameMaster
II to create a rugged, metal handled
recurve weighing only 2.5 pounds. Its
low stack takedown limbs align per-
fectly in a simple but effective mount-
ing system. It includes FastFlight
Flemish-twist string boosting my 500
grain hunting arrows to speeds of
around 210 fps (that’s a smoking-fast
recurve, by the way). They’re offered

Circle 248 on Response Card

Author Patrick Meitin watched this awesome desert mule deer a week, hunted him
another five days after opening morning before finally being presented with a tough 42
yard walking shot. His Hoyt GameMaster II recurve was up to the task, sending his
Easton Full Metal Jacket arrow to its mark.
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in a stylish black riser/maple limb
version, or with tip to tip Realtree
APG HD camouflage finish. These are
recurves that I’ve won many presti-
gious traditional only 3-D shoots
while shooting, and taken a multi-
tude of fine game animals with,
including my best desert mule deer. 

Newer still is the Hoyt Dorado,
based on the bulletproof machined
aluminum riser, take down design of
the GameMaster II, but without the
TEC riser bridge. Limbs from both
models are completely interchange-
able. The Dorado is two inches short-
er and a few ounces lighter than the
GameMaster II, and in my experience
shoots every bit as well. My Dorado
sees most of its action today as my
number one bowfishing rig (Hoyt also
offers the Riptide Bow Fishing Kit
with AMS Retriever reel, roller rest
and fish arrow). It’s also accurate
enough that I took a pair of Nebraska
spring gobblers with my Dorado a
week out of the box. 

Both include standard stabilizer,
arrow rest and sight mounting taps,
and machined receptacles to direct
mount Hoyt and FUSE’s super secure
and ultra quiet two piece quivers.
They’re available in draw weights
from 35 to 65 pounds in 5 pound
increments. They also include an
awesome roll-up travel case lined
with soft fleece and faced with rugged
Cordura. 

Now the director of sales and
marketing, Mike Luper, summarized
the current traditional lineup this
way, “We’ve been very pleased with
the popularity of our traditional line
of bows. There seems to be an influx
of archers and bowhunters discover-
ing the real enjoyment of shooting
traditional archery and Hoyt bows are
synonymous with consistency, low
maintenance and high performance.
Hoyt recurves make the perfect
choice for both rookie and veteran
recurve shooters. It’s been our experi-
ence that dealers who stock these
bows have no trouble moving them
quickly.”  

PSE Archery
Another surprising participant in

the traditional movement, PSE is bet-
ter known for cutting edge com-

pound technology based on the
ground-breaking X Force platform.
PSE’s traditional line-up includes a
couple longbows and three recurves
that offer nice shooting characteris-
tics at a reasonable price for the entry
level traditional shooter or someone
looking for a second bow for bowfish-
ing, summer stump shooting or as a
backup to their PSE compound.

Longbows are represented by the
68 inch Sequoia and 66 inch Legacy,
both hard-hitting reflex/deflex
designs engineered for performance.
The Sequoia is assembled from a
combination of exotic hardwoods for
good looks and smooth shooting and
includes a shallow semi-pistol grip
with soft leather wrap promoting
more repeatable hand placement.
The shorter Legacy includes a multi

layered exotic hardwood semi-pistol
grip without leather grip for those
who want to feel the wood. The
Sequoia is offered in 45 to 60 pounds
(5 pound increments) in right handed
models, and 50 or 55 pounds in left
handed. The Legacy includes draw
weights of 45 to 60 pounds at 28 inch-
es, right hand only. 

The Kudu’s an extremely hand-
some 58 inch takedown recurve with
a multi layered riser of lustrous wal-
nut, indestructible paduk and maple.
It includes brass inserts for stabilizer,
arrow rest and sights, making it a
great bowfishing option. The limbs
are held in place by a solid pin and
limb-bolt assembly. The Impala offers
an additional 2 inches of length for
smoother drawing at longer draw
lengths, but aside from a no frills
hardwood laminated riser, it has the
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Outdoor television host Fred Eichler and
author Patrick Meitin chose Hoyt’s
recurve models while pursuing late night
bullfrogs because they are not only accu-
rate enough for the small targets, but
rugged enough to withstand assaults
from mud and water. Fred, at right, shot a
Dorado with feathers off the shelf;
Patrick,above, shot the GameMaster with
vanes from a finger rest. Their hunting
grounds for this night-time foray to col-
lect frog legs for the skillet were the bot-
tomlands of southern New Mexico.
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same features as the Kudu. The 60
inch Coyote take-down recurve is just
the ticket for a knock-around bow-
fishing rig or for those who want the
dependable ruggedness of a
machined aluminum riser. It
includes knurled limb bolts for no-
tools assembly (say while standing
under a treed bear or mountain lion)
and all standard accessory taps
inherent to compound risers. It’s
covered in Mossy Oak Break-Up
camouflage and due to a low brace
height is blazing fast (and a tad
tricky to shoot well). I used mine
successfully on a backpack hunt for
New Mexico turkey, and on too
many carp to count. This is a bow
that has been tossed in the bottom
of gear filled boats, stepped on and
repeatedly assaulted by mud, salt
water and fish slime while remaining
no worse for wear

Speaking of bowfishing abuse,
my PSE Kingfisher recurve (with PSE
Bowfishing Kit) has also seen its
share of skewered carp and even
saltwater trophies such as stingrays.
This 62 inch, metal handled recurve
was made especially for such activi-
ties, every part of its makeup
designed to function in wet environ-
ments, including all standard acces-
sory mounting taps and waterproof
compression molded limbs. I would
still be using my Kingfisher for bow-
fishing pursuits but for the fact my
wife claimed it a couple years ago for
her personal use.

3River’s Archery
The longbow and recurve

experts at 3Rivers are no strangers to
the average traditionalist. If it’s tradi-
tional archery related you’ll find it in
their catalog or on their web site.
One of the latest additions to this
comprehensive array of big-boy toys
is the Dalaa Take-Down Recurve.
These aren’t budget-priced bows,
instead they are designed for serious
traditional archers looking for the
ultimate recurve performance. They
provide the versatility to build a “cus-
tom” bow by choosing any draw
weight at any draw length. A 17 or 21
inch riser and various limbs combine
to create a 58 inch brush bow, 60  or
62 inch hunting bow, or 64 or 66 inch
target bow (or something suited to
the longest draw lengths). Dual Poly
Grips in standard, low or high grip are
offered. Risers are machined from
6061-T6 aircraft aluminum for zero
flex strength, flawless balance and
incorporate anti-vibration technolo-
gy. They can be shot off the shelf with
adjustable center or from an elevated
arrow rest with
plunger (which
allows shooting
vanes in wet
w e a t h e r ) .
Perhaps most
unique, they
allow shooters
to fine tune
draw weight by
up to 10 per-
cent and find
the perfect tiller
for any style of
shooting. The
inter-change-
able limbs
allow you to set
up the bow
with light limbs
for target, then
change to
heavier hunt-
ing limbs on
the same riser
later. Limbs are
film dipped in
Natural Gear
c a m o u f l a g e .
Draw weights

include 40 to 60 pounds at 28 inches.   
Johnathon Karch, the 3Rivers

Assistant Director of Sales &
Marketing, sums it up by saying, “The
Dalaa’s versatility allows customers to
choose any setup they desire. They
can choose the tiller, fine tune the
draw weight, pre-load, center-shot,
and much more. Limitless tuning
allows perfect flight for any cus-
tomer’s shooting needs; from trophy
game to championship target shoot-
ing.” 

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
Alaska Bowhunting Supply, mak-

ers of continuous taper GrizzlyStik
arrows and nail tough Single Bevel
Broadheads, introduce the
GrizzlyStik Adcock Longbow (due out
by December 2009). Designer O.L.
Adcock is a legend in longbow perfor-
mance, dominating flight shooting
competition since 2005. The
GrizzlyStik Adcock is designed to cast
a heavy arrow (or any arrow for that
matter) hard and fast, a design effi-
cient enough that ABS owner Ed

When author Patrick Meitin traveled to
the salty Texas Gulf Coast to bowfish for
stingrays his choice of bows was easy. He
opted for this PSE Kingfisher takedown
recurve.

61Circle 236 on Response Card
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Schlief says it outperforms most
recurve bows. This is an off the rack
takedown longbow that’s also smooth
shooting, quick pointing and highly
stable in the hand. The GrizzlyStik
Adcock was designed around the
GrizzlyStik arrow and broadhead sys-
tem to be a serious bowhunting
machine, manufactured by South
Korean firm Win & Win Archery, one
of the most successful target and
Olympic competition
bow manufacturers in
the industry. It was a Win

& Win Archery bow that helped Viktor
Ruban win the individual archery
gold in the 2008 Beijing Olympics. 

The new longbow will include a
solid (not skeletonized), black carbon
riser to maintain classic looks while
incorporating modern materials; the
only one of its kind in the traditional
hunting world. The riser is cut past
center for greater tuning latitude, and
the deepest point of the grip sits

directly beneath the highest point
on the shelf for increased accura-
cy through torque elimination.
Interchangeable wood grips are
available in standard, low and
high wrist. Limbs are constructed
of a propriety combination of
special woven carbon backing,
hardwood core and clear fiber-
glass belly. All limbs are inter-
changeable and compatible with
high performance string materi-
als. The GrizzlyStik Adcock will be
available in 60, 62 and 66 inch
lengths and draw weights of 40 to
70 pounds (heavier bows can be
special ordered), left and right
handed. They’re expected to retail
in the $1,500 range.     

TradTech Archery
Relatively new on the scene,

TradTech’s goal is to provide mod-
ern performance while remaining
true to the look and feel of tradi-
tional archery. Using high tech
computer modeling and teaming
with South Korean archery giant
Samick, TradTech has co-
designed advanced traditional
hunting bows incorporating ILF
(International Limb Fitting) target
limb technology. Lancaster
Archery is distributing these
TradTech models which seek to
elevate the recurve and longbow
to the next performance level. 

The TradTech Titan
Performance Recurve Bow

accepts TradTech and all ILF recurve
and longbow limbs. The machined
aluminum riser was designed in the
United States by Olympic recurve
experts and is Type III anodized flat
black for durability. The 17 inch riser,
combined with various ILF limbs,
allows bows in 58, 60 and 62 inch
lengths. The system allows weight
adjustment of up to 10 percent of
minimum limb weight, as well as fine
tiller adjustment for split or three fin-
gers under (Apache style). The riser
includes standard taps for quiver,
sight, stabilizer and arrow rest. The
MAS (Mass Adjustment System)
option provides anti vibration quali-
ties at the bottom of the riser, and
customers can choose between low,
medium or high wrist walnut grips.
Camo versions are also offered. 

Newer TradTech machined alu-
minum 15 inch Recon and 17 inch
Galaxy, plus wood/phenolic 19 inch
Pinnacle II Traditional Risers, also
accept all ILF recurve or longbow
limbs, the latter providing a more
traditional wood look. Pinnacle II
risers include a slimmer design con-
structed of layers of super-strong
phenolic and maple. Depending on
riser and limb length, a bow from 56
to 64 inches is made possible with
these riser options.     

TradTech limbs include Glass/
Wood, Black Max, CarbonWood
Traditional, Titan Carbon Extreme
recurve and longbow and Master
Carbon Longbow with extreme
reflex/deflex design. Glass/Wood
limbs include four laminations of
multi-sectional hard-rock maple
beneath clear glass for a traditional
limb at a great price; Black Max limbs
are constructed similarly but covered
in black glass. The CarbonWood
includes multi layers of hard rock
maple and carbon under clear glass
to provide a fast, stable and durable
option including aesthetic appeal.
The Titan Carbon Extreme includes
space-age engineering for the quick-
est and most stable ILF limb, includ-
ing four carbon layers and
Bakelite/foam dual synthetic core. All
are offered in short, medium and long
to create TradTech’s various finished
bow lengths.            
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PHOTO NEAR LEFT: Unstrung, the
limbs of the GrizzlyStick Adcock long-
bow sweep away from the archer.

PHOTO FAR LEFT: The Dalaa recurve from 3Rivers Archery
propels the traditional bow into the modern age.
Completely tunable for draw weight, tiller and pre-load
the Dalaa represents a new age of traditional bow that
allows the highest degree of versatility and shootability.
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Samick Sports
This South Korean archery heavy-

weight has made great inroads into

the American market of late, with
quality, low-cost traditional hunting
bows any archer can afford. While
mass produced and lacking some
finite aesthetic detail, they’re durable,
straight shooters priced to attract cus-
tomers on a budget or only wishing to
dabble in traditional archery to deter-
mine if a lasting interest exists. This
certainly isn’t to say Samick wares are
ugly, as most include exotic hard-
woods that make them quite attrac-
tive. It should be pointed out as well,
that in international FITA style shoot-
ing circles Samick’s top target bows
are well represented by metal win-
ners. Samick offers a bow for any taste,
with one-piece and take-down
recurves and one-piece longbow
models. New developments appear
frequently, so these are simply a cur-
rent sampling. 

Some examples of the current
one-piece recurve lineup include the
Spikeman, Volcano, Red Stag I,
Stingray and SHB. The 60 inch
Spikeman includes walnut, rosewood

and maple construction and modern
Dynaflite Flemish-twist string. The
handsome Volcano is a shorter 58
inches, while the 60 inch Red Stag I
includes maple, rosewood and purple
heart riser. The 60 inch Stingray
includes unique reverse-handle riser
for added forgiveness, while the 58
inch SHB includes handsome, two-
tone rosewood and walnut handle
and black-glass limbs. These fast han-
dling recurves are cut to center-shot
and include crowned shelves. The
maple-veneer limbs make them fast
and durable. The Spikeman and
Volcano are available in draw weights
from 40 to 55 pounds, the Red Stag I,
Stingray and SHB in 30 to 60, in 5
pound increments, all right and left
handed.  

Samick’s takedown recurve line-
up is just as impressive, including
the Devastator, Squall, SHT, Night
Hawk, Red Stag and Deer Master
T/Ds. I’ve plenty of hands-on experi-
ence with Samick’s SHT T/D, an
inexpensive bow that ushered me
into left hand shooting when I
injured the shooting fingers on my
accustomed right-hand. It saw a lot
of brutal action, mostly in the wet,
muddy ditches of the Middle Rio
Grande Valley shooting bullfrogs and
carp, but it also accounted for my
first left handed archery kill, a behe-
moth 65 pound (no, that’s not a typo)
javelina boar. That recurve has never

Circle 210 on Response Card

TradTech is part of the new trend in
modern traditional archery. Three differ-
ent riser lengths and various
International Limb Fitting limbs allow
bow lengths from 58 to 66 inches, with a
higher degree of custom tuning ability.
Shown here at far left is the Pinnacle
wood/phenolic riser option, while the
photo on the right shows the Titan
machined-aluminum riser option.
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given me a bit of trouble. 
The 62 inch Devastator T/D

includes a handsome and indestruc-
tible hickory, rosewood and maple
laminated riser, with deflex geome-
try assuring a high degree of forgive-
ness, while the Squall T/D offers
similar construction but with a
reflexed riser for faster arrow speeds.
The remainder are 60 inch models,
the SHT T/D including stained
maple riser, the Night Hawk walnut
and maple (both with clear-glass-
covered limbs), the Red Stag is the
takedown version of the one piece
recurve by the same name, and the
Deer Master includes contrasting
walnut and maple riser with clear
glass limbs. All have hard-rock
maple limb cores, crowned arrow
shelves and Flemish twist Dynaflight
strings. In 30 to 60 pound draw
weights (in 5 pound increments)
look to the Devastator, Squall, SHT
and Red Stag T/Ds; in 40 to 55 the
Night Hawk and Deer Master; all
right or left handed. 

Samick also offers eye grabbing

longbows. The Red Stag Longbow
includes a maple, rosewood and pur-
ple heart riser and black glass, plus a
semi-pistol grip. It is 68 inches long.
The 69 inch SLB includes a deeper
semi-pistol grip and maple/walnut
handle with classic brown fiberglass
limbs. The Outlander is a 68 inch
longbow made with classic lines,
including Howard-Hill style straight
grip covered in leather and clear glass
over maple limbs with walnut handle.
The Raider is made to be more
maneuverable, with a 60 inch length
and semi pistol grip of maple and wal-
nut hardwoods. All include Dacron
Flemish-twist strings and 30 to 60
pound draw weights at 28 inches;
right or left hand. 

Ragim
The Italian firm of Ragim has

been making a wide array of recurve
and longbows for more than 10
years. High tech CNC machining and
robotic production systems assure
consistent quality and performance
at a price accessible to nearly any
archer. Ragim’s USA division recently
established a new commercial and
warehousing team to make their
bows more readily available to the
domestic market and assure timely
customer service. The line is exten-
sive, including one piece and take-
down recurve models and longbows.
Because of the depth of their lineup
we’ll skim over some details, dis-
cussing only highlights.

First the one piece recurves: The
Golden Resia includes a combina-
tion of exotic, fiberglass-accented
walnut and bubinga handle and vel-
vety red elm limbs beneath a new,
reinforced clear glass that improves
performance. It’s 58 inches long.
Owning identical specs, the Black
Bear includes a solid hardwoods
handle and black glass, the Brown
Bear a solid walnut handle and clear
glass. The 60 inch Golden Plauris
includes a gorgeous walnut handle
accented by a wedge of bubinga and
black and white lamination stripes,
plus clear glass limbs. The Golden
Corno includes similar looks, but has
a longer 62 inch length and sculpted
walnut “buttresses” backing limb
fadeouts. It also includes silky red

elm limbs beneath Ragim’s new rein-
forced clear glass. The Golden Rasia,
Black Bear, Golden Plauris and
Golden Corno are available in right
hand only, the Brown Bear also
comes in left hand; all 30 to 60
pounds in 5 pound increments.   

The takedown line begins with
the improved Impala, now including
contrasting walnut and maple riser
and a choice of 60 or 62 inch lengths.
They include taps for standard
accessories and black glass limbs.
The 60 inch Impala de Luxe substi-
tutes black glass for clear to give
added eye appeal. Ragim’s top take
down model is the Red Falk, made
for top performance and wow factor
looks through red elm limbs and
reinforced clear glass, plus laminat-
ed walnut and exotic hardwoods
handle. It’s offered in 60 and 62 inch
lengths. Look for the Impala in right
or left handed models, the others in
right only; 30 to 60 pounds in 5
pound increments. All Ragim
recurves include crowned shelves.

Ragim longbows include

The Full Force Full Circle is a new idea
sure to appeal to many archers wishing to
dabble in traditional archery, without
completely giving up their compound
bow. The 34 inch compound is quickly and
easily converted to a 62 inch recurve or
longbow in a draw weight of your cus-
tomer’s choosing, using the same
machined aluminum riser.

360˚ Chair™
IS HERE!  

Circle 222 on Response Card
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performance enhancing reflex
deflex geometry to assure faster
arrows speeds and a smooth shoot-
ing experience. The 68 inch Wolf
Custom includes a solid walnut han-
dle with slight pistol grip and clear
glass. The Fox Custom is a shorter 62
inches, but otherwise has identical
construction. The Wolf parallels its
Custom counterpart, but includes a
solid bubinga handle and black
glass, while the Fox is like the Wolf in
construction but showing its
Custom counterpart’s 62 inch length
and lines. The 66 inch Wildfire is
Ragim’s top longbow model, includ-
ing walnut handle and handle back-
ing, and red elm limb laminations
under clear glass for a smooth
demeanor and top performance.
The Wolf Custom, Wolf and Wildfire
include 30 to 60 pound weight specs
at 28 inches; the Fox Custom and
Fox 20 to 45. All are right handed
bows.

Full Force Archery
Full Force Archery is a new name

from an old hand in archery (a for-
mer partner in Renegade Archery).
The customer who wishes to dabble
in the added dimension of tradition-

al archery, without giving up their
compound, now has a unique option
to consider. The 34 inch, 9.75 inch
braced Full Circle is an extremely
sweet shooting, dual cam, machined
aluminum risered compound that
quickly converts to a 62 inch recurve
or longbow. This creates the perfect
traveling companion (it includes a
takedown case) to help stay abreast
of changing conditions, or a bow for
those customers who want to
bowhunt whitetail with a compound
by fall, shoot carp or small game with
a traditional setup summers – while
owning only a single bow. It’s a pret-
ty nifty idea and something I enthu-
siastically embrace. The compound
is offered in 50, 60 or 70 pound peak
draw weights and 26 to 31 inch draw
lengths. Recurve or longbow limbs
can be custom ordered to any draw
weight at any draw length (these are
true custom limbs made by Belcher
Custom Bows) with six to eight week
delivery. Stock limbs are also avail-
able for dealers who wish to keep
bows on the rack. Both right and left
hand models are offered. 

Bill Weisner, Full Force primary
partner, adds, “You can also purchase
a recurve or longbow without getting

the compound. The bamboo limb
cores make them really fast, without
being hard to shoot.”               

Conclusion
Despite what many dyed in the

wool traditionalists believe, a reason-
ably priced production bow doesn’t
necessarily mean sacrificing perfor-
mance, quality, nor good looks. As
we’ve pointed out, many off the shelf
models include the same hands-on
construction of true custom wares
costing much more. I’ve certainly had
my butt whipped in 3D tournaments
by skilled shooters wielding off the
rack recurves and longbows, and I
think it’s safe to say more game has
fallen to production single string bows
than all custom makes combined. I
believe traditional archery is in a
renaissance, with the popularity on a
upswing as bowhunters seek new
frontiers and challenges in their pur-
suit of bow and arrow happiness. 

If you agree, consider adding, or
adding to, a selection of traditional
bows for 2010.

3Rivers Archery Supply
(866) 587-9501
www.3riversarchery.com

Alaska Archery Supply
(888) 697-9828
www.AlaskaBowhunting.com

Bear Archery
(800) 694-9494
www.beararcheryproducts.com

Full Force Archery
(920) 493-4932
www.fullforcearchery.com

Greatree Archery
(860) 643-7344
wwwgreatreearchery.com

Hoyt
(801) 363-2990
www.hoyt.com

Kustom King
(877) LONGBOW
www.KustomKingArchery.com

Martin Archery Inc.
(509) 529-2554
www.martinarchery.com

PSE Archery
(520) 884-9665 
www.pse-archery.com

Ragim USA Inc.
(860) 265-3303
www.ragimarchery.com

Samick Sports USA
(317) 891-7348
www.samicksports.com

TradTech/Lancaster Archery
(800)829-7408
www.TradTechArchery.com

Circle 256 on Response Card

Traditional Bow Suppliers
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